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Abstract

This article presents Edouard Glissant's account of a composite
community as an articulation of Frantz Fanon's alternative,
de-colonial conception of the nation. It shows that, subsequent to
Fanon's critique of the xenophobia and racism of a narrow nationalism (found in The Wretchedof the Earth),we are left with a conception of a national consciousness that registers with what Glissant
names, in Poeticsof Relation,a composite community in relation.
Both accounts ground community in a foundation of difference,
process and dynamism, all of which is carried into a collective identity, without the reductive homogenizing practices of most nationbuilding endeavors. As such, the article argues that Glissant's
work is positioned to underscore what, in Fanon's understanding
of national culture, is meant to protect the living dynamism of a
people from a chauvinistic ultra-nationalism. Similarly, the work of
The Wretched of the Earth can be used to take Glissant's alternative
political ontology into the arena of thinking the nation otherwise.
Keywords:nationalism, Fanon, Glissant, difference, de-colonial,
community
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This article brings Frantz Fanon's caution against a regressive form of
nationalism into conversation with Edouard Glissant's conception of the
composite community. In Fanon's case, the concern was about the conditions upon which articulations of postcolonial independence across the
continent of Africa might manifest their nationalisms in ways that avoid
the kind of essentialism and xenophobia that grounded much of the violence of colonial rule. Glissant, though not explicitly driven by the question
of the nation, conceived of the composite community as a model for living
with the radical diversity characteristic of communities in the Antilles. I
bring these two together (Fanon's critique of a narrow nationalism, and
Glissant's vision for a composite community) because they ground themselves on alternative ways of thinking about human relationality. In these
alternatives, I find a meaning of national community (and nationalism,
more generally) that merits the attention of not only scholars of the human
condition, but of citizens of a world that is, in the words of Paul Gilroy,
"increasingly divided but also convergent."'
In turning to Fanon and Glissant in particular, I also want to suggest
that, in the national strivings that were necessary for African and Caribbean
struggles against colonial rule, we find an encount er with a nationalism
whose principles are set up to avoid the atrocities accomplished in the
name of some of the nationalism coming out of twentieth century Europe.
However, in so doing, I acknowledge the particularity of Fanon's and
Glissant's respective critical projects, as well as the ways in which these
projects are temporally and geographically specific. Fanon's was a commitment to anti-colonial political struggle, while Glissant's was a meditation the impossibilityof such strivings, using for his reference the island of
Martinique. In the sections of CaribbeanCritiquethat focus on Glissant:s
place in Antillean theory, Nick Nesbitt is clear to draw our attention 'to
this. 2 In particular, he raises the important question of how, precisely,
readers of Glissant should understand the political nature of his work. By
contrast, Fanon bears witness to the emergence of conditions in Algeria,
which make possible the kind of anti-colonial Algerian subject for whoin
a project of political liberation is possible. Nesbitt reminds us that, despite
the "poeticsof revolt" conveyed through Glissant's cultural critique, a m&'te
Fanonian project of political liberation is given over (in the Antillean co~text) as a tragic and unrealizable loss.l Said otherwise, Glissant's analysis 6f
the situation in Martinique is one of "dispossession," whereby "systematic
resistance becomes impossible." 4
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Nonetheless, what Glissant offers in his "poetics of revolt" is in conjunction with his conception of Relation, and it is out of this conception
tha~~ find th~ potential for fruitful engagement with Fanon's more overtly
political treatise. In a later section, I return in more detail to the limitations
involvedin usfog Glissant's program toward political ends. However, in the
spirit o~these introdu ctory remarks, suf:ficeit to say that, in his conception
of Relation, we find a radical re-imagination of the theoretical frameworks
through which we engage with questions of ontoiogical totality, difference
and the differentiations that give rise to relationsh ips between "same n and
"other." 1n this.regard , though Glissan t's notion of Relation facilitate~ a re.
imagining at the discursive level, I argue that it positions us to re-imaeine,
at the political level, the meaning of totalities of which human com;unities (and the nation more specifically) are constitu ted. For this reason I
limit_most of my engagement with Glissant to his later work in Poetics'of
Rdat~o,~(r997), drawing attention to the ways in which the conception of
Relation reson ate in hi_searlier collection of essays in CaribbeanDiscourse
(1989).

Fanon on a National Culture

In the section of The Wretchedof the Earth titled "On National Culture"
Fanon articulates a level of empathy for the one he names "the nati;e
intellectual." In his return to an African past, this native intellectual rehabilitates an African culture and aesthetic from the subhuman valuation
ascribed to jt through colonization. Fanon acknowledges this program of
devaluation as essential to colonial domination, a program which "turns to
the past of an oppressed people, and distorts. dfafigures and destroys it ",
Tb.ese agents of colonialism then position themselves as the saviors wbo
bring th~only kind of enlightenment capable of redeeming and replacing
a barbanc and dark past ln this regard. the native intellectual 's dedication
to reclaiming Africa's cultural history is a dedication with which Fanon can
empathize.
. "But.in this turnin g back to a nostalgic past, Fanon sees not only a
cliv~rcefrom the real (material) needs of the newly independent Afocan
nation, but also a curious estrangement from the everyday immanent life of
that nation's cultural sensibilities.G On the one hand, and by way of analogy,
he notes that '·the past existence of an Aztec civilization does not chano~
0
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anything very much in the diet of the Mexican peasant of today," which
is to say, lauding a glorious African past would be a similarly ineffective
economic prosperity program.7 But on the other hand, he is wary of the cultural implications of this backward-looking approach. Fanon's exposition
on national culture is clearly moved by his concern for what the idea of the
nation comes to mean, for those African nations coming out from u1!der
colonial domination. And he reads, in these cultural implications, certain
dangers for the very tapestry of the community of the nation as such. For
him, the approach one takes to national culture is indebted to (and perhaps
also determines) the narrowness, or lack thereof, of one's nationalism.
In this critique of the native intellectual, Fanon really has the Negritude
movement-in mind. He fears that, in beginning with the idea of a diasporic 'Negro' culture, Negritude flattens the real and significant differences (and needs) of individual African nations, as well as the differences
between those Negros on the African continent and those on the North
American mainland. The "dangers of [such] indifferentiation," according to Fanon, are that those "fundamentally heterogeneous problems," of
which the African diaspora is comprised, gets masked in order to facilitate
the somewhat defensive (though understandable) impetus to counter the
fables spun by the project of Western colonialism, concerning the African
continent. 8 He writes, "The Negros of Chicago only resemble the Nigerians
of the Tanganyikans in so far as they were all defined in relation to the
whites."9 But beyond this way of definition by negation, there is little to be
said about what, more positively, the cultural stamp of individual African
nations might be in the age of their independence. 10
An orientation toward the heterogeneity of these nationalist sensibilities is important for Fanon, mostly because it is in the national culture
that one encounters the living and communal heartbeat of the people in
question. To say this otherwise, an African diasporic culture is to the existential "everyday" of the national community what the abstract rights of
humanity might be to the concrete oppression of the immediate needs of
women today in need of abortion services in a state like Texas (where women's health clinics are closing down at an alarming rate). One certainly has
something to do with the other. However, the former is but a pale shade of
the vibrant urgency of the latter, too far away to speak to the concrete experience, in the real time of those experiences. To be sure, Fanon was a black
nationalist, but he was also, in an important sense, a black existentialist.
And it is this that his readers should keep in mind when we encounter his
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claim that "every culture is first and foremost national."" Fanon's sense of
black nationalism advocated for the singular autonomy of nations, with singular economic, sociocultural and political needs. When a diasporic notion
of culture takes the place of a truly national culture, Fanon's worry is that
"[culture becomes] more and more cut off from the events of today," from
what, in real time, marks the pulse of the national struggle.
In this regard, the cultural reflection of a national people ought to be
a reflection in which the people not only recognize themselves, but also
acknowledge themselves as the creative force out of which that cultural
reflection has been birthed. Culture must not come from without, but
rather from within the belly of the nation. In Jane Gordon's Creolizing
PoliticalTheory, she uses this account, in Fanon, to perform what she
names the "creolizing" of Rousseau's conception of the general will. For
my current purpose, I refer to what she notes as the core of both Fanon's
and Rousseau's approach to the political conditions of freedom, which is
"the emergence of an indigenous citizenry's will."1i In this she describes
the importance, for both thinkers, for the fabric of a national culture to be
determined by the citizens themselves, in the process of corning to what
they have in common, despite their differences. It is worthy to note that
this process is, first and foremost, grounded in the diverse sensibilities of
the people in question. It begins with an acknowledgement of and "orientation toward difference," to then engage in the political work of determining what, alongside difference, the indigenous citizenry might have in
common.'4
The questions inspired by Rousseau's account of generality resonate
with much of the stakes involved in using Fanon and Glissant together.
Specifically,how might something like a general will (an indigenous willing in the name of the common good of all) exist in a way that does not
undermine the singularity of differences? Can we think about the generality of the general will (and more importantly, its expression) in a way that
retains what Glissant refers to as the opacity that protects such difference
from being flattened under the weight of some metaphysical "One"?1 5
Gordon articulates the sense in which a diverse community can engage
with the generality of a general will without the result being a flattening of
that diversity. She reminds us that, for Rousseau, political society presupposes the existence of diversity, and emerges out of complex negotiations
with that diversity. However, alongside this reading, there is Rousseau's
account of the unity of the body politic as a living organism. In his Discourse
12
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on Political Economy, he writes, "The sovereign power [of the body politic) represents the head; the laws and customs are the brain, source of the
nerves and seat of the understanding, will and senses, of which the judges
and magistrates are the organs ... the citizens are the body and members
that make the machine move, live, and work." 16 It is possible to read, in
this description, an understanding of political society as a collection of differentiations that are ultimately recuperated into a single "One." As such,
its political unity might have more primacy than the uniqueness of its differential parts, in which case, diversity is a qualified diversity, mere aspects
of a unifying (or even totalizing) "same."
However, Rousseau himself notes that this is an estimated analogy,
describing it as "imprecise in many ways."17 This qualification, coupled
with his account of the differences between the rule of the father and the
rule of the magistrate, gives legitimacy to Jane Gordon's assessment of the
real political diversity that is acknowledged in Rousseau's conception of generality. Of this difference between the father and the magistrate,
Rousseau writes, "[While] nature's voice is the best advice a father can heed
to fulfill his duties, for the magistrate it is only a false guide .... To act
well, the former need only consult his heart; the latter becomes a traitor
the moment he heeds his. "18 This centrality of nature is significant not only
to how Rousseau wants his readers to understand the unit of the family,
but more importantly, how he wants that domestic unit to be differentiated from the unity grounding the more public political body. It seems as
though the father can tum to nature for direction in his patriarchal duties
since he his connected (at the level of nature) to the domestic unit, and to
the children of which it is comprised. Arranged through a web of bloodline
or lineage, the differentiated parts of the domestic sphere is much closer
to the "many parts/single body" analogy that Rousseau "imprecisely" uses
to articulate the body politic, than the body politic itself. In the latter case,
nature fails to account for the source of unification in the political unit,
since such unification is something other than the web/tree oflineage that
connects fathers to offspring.
To that end, the "parts" of the body politic are to be more appropriately
understood as genuinely disparate citizens whose political unification is
despite the absence of natural communion. Oftentimes, it is that radical
sense of diversity that generates the need for some collective life, out of
which common interests can be determined and clearly articulated. To be
sure, the civic work involved in that determination is easier for smaller,
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culturally homogenous sovereign bodies in which material wealth is evenly
distributed. Rousseau writes that things like unjust wars and the condemnation of innocent citizens "will never happen unless the people is seduced
by private interests .... Then the public deliberation will be one thing and
the ~eneral will a completely different thing."'9 In other words, it is always
possible ~at private interests (often fueled by motivations of material gain)
work agamst the common interests that are the object of the general will.
Nonetheless, Gordon's point, well worth noting, is that, when activated and
protected from such private interests, the general will expresses the common good of the body politic in a way that is not at the expense of the
originating differences out of which that general will arrives. She writes,
"Between the· universal and the particular, what is general to a people is
determined by the common context of their lives."20
This common context is what each citizen (out of their diverse perspectives as individual citizens) considers when the time comes to vote with the
common good in mind. In The Social Contract, Rousseau is careful not
to reduce the general will (its articulation) to a voting majority, and understands this relationship between the general will and a voting majority in
terms of the specific conditions of political societies. This relationship, he
~it~s, "depends on ... how easy or hard it is to discover what the general
will is, and on how far along the state is in its decline." 22 Here, Rousseau
brings our attention to a society's obligation to cultivate and sustain the
vitality of the general will through the participation of all in civic life. He
postulated that "(if)the populace held its deliberations (on the basis of adequate information) without the citizens communicating with one another
[so as they don't foster those 'partial associations' of which Rousseau is
wary],what emerged from all the little particular wills would always be the
23
g_e~era1
will." Through such public deliberations and civic engagements,
citizens come to know the general will, and can recognize when laws to be
voted on are actually in accord with it, or not. Indeed, Rousseau holds that
it is precisely this question that the vote of the citizen ought to answer. He
writes, "When a law is proposed to the assembled people, what they are
bein~ asked is not (1) Do you approve or reject this proposal? but rather (2)
Is this proposal in conformity with the general will? ... Each man's vote
gives his opinion on that point." 4
21

2

. On this account, the body politic comes to such determinations alongside and despite the existence of diverse particular wills. 5 Hence, it is
not the case that Rousseau's conception of generality is inhospitable to
2
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difference. Rather, it would seem as though the activation of that generality
't
happens through a systematic negotiation among differences that acknowledges the presence of those differences. Hence, on Rousseau's account,
access to the common good does not rest upon a denial of my particularity,
as one would imagine in a society for whom well-being rests in the elimination of difference.
Nevertheless, Rousseau's warning against large skews in material wealth comes out of a concern for differences that become so foundational that no common interest could be determined to exist.26 This is
surely echoed in Fanon's call for more equitable distributions of economic opportunity between the urban and rural region of the ex-colony.
But unlike Fanon, Rousseau's warning against too much cultural diversity
(or diversity among the ways of being within a society) does not explicitly
address the axis of race. Like Jane Gordon, I don't read this to mean that his
account of generality cannot provide insight into what it might mean for a
community, for whom differences are explicitly marked by the raciological
thinking of colonial conqutst, to come to a shared conception of their common interests. Rather, the process that Rousseau describes, through which
diverse groups of people engage in a civic life that they acknowledge is ;,
shared by all, can be carried over into Fanon's meditations on the possible
formation of a national culture. More importantly, it is also possible to find,
in Rousseau, resources that protect against an "ultra"-nationalist culture,
as the newly independent African nation takes itself into a postcolonial
moment of sovereignty.27Those aspects of Rousseau's generality, which
emphasizes the importance of active public participation for the sake of collective ownership of civic life, underscore the importance that Fanon places
on the independent nation being recognized as belonging to (and being the
responsibility of) all citizens. More importantly, both Rousseau and Fanon
are in search of the conditions that make it possible for "[free] citizens [to
consider] the necessary grounds for their ongoing shared existence."28
For Fanon, this pursuit requires an attunement to the locality of that
shared existence (in the locality of that public space). In other words, he
urges that the fabric of the national culture in question be determined by
the citizens themselves.29 This is important to recall as we bring Fanon into
dialogue with Glissant, in a later section. But for now, suffice it to say that
Fanon's sense of a national culture is one that is quite localized, faithful
to life on the ground and born of that life on the ground. Gestures toward
a more diasporic articulation of culture are pertinent, particularly during
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the earl)' stages of anti-colonial struggle, when a translocal solidarity across
national borders and continents is effective and necessary. But for the pur pose of nation-building in the aftermath of independence from colonial
rule, they only undermine the difficult work of reclaiming the nation for
the people, for making "public business .. . the business of the public."3°
On this point of the "here and now '' of a national culture, it is-important
to note the sense in which Fanon's idea of the nation is markedly different
from what scholars like George Mosse and Eric Hobsbawm critique in their
expositions of Western nationalism. In his account of the trend innational
anthems during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Mosse notes
that the emphasis was not so much "[an appeal] to a better world, a world
in peace,u but rather a [looking] backward: history , and not a utopian vision,
gave [the nation ] the immutability it needed in order to tame the accelerat ing speed of time." 11 This turn to a mythic and untainted past saw its peak
in Germany when , beginning in the first half of the twentieth century, the
most salient political rhetoric appealed to an authentic German volk. In
this, "[nature] , the soil, villages, and farms-all preindustrial symbolsspoke of rootedness and made the time stand still."J2 We might hear, in
this account of accessing rootedness in a past life (either real or imagined),
echoes of the work of the Negritude writers and poets. Both can be located
in the nation 's call for renewal, or rebirth: Germany in its defeat of World
War I; the African nation, in its official defeat of colonial oppression. Mosse
finds, in such "identification with a usable and stable past, " a call to homogenize the life of the nation, and one can argue that Fanon acknowledges
this connection as well. To be clear, this is not to minimize the differences
between the historical context of a European nation like Germany in 1933
(on the one hand) , and the African ex-colony in 1957 (on the other) , faced
with the insurmountable task of affirming its independence in the catastrophic wake of colonial rule. However, it does show that, despite his call
for national culture and national self.representation, Fanon was very much
against the kind of nationalism of which scholars like Masse are criticalthe bacbvard -looking, homogenizing version that characterized much of
Europe's political rhetoric in the late 18oos.JJ
This brand of ri~ht -wing nationalism sought to re-create the "community ofold. " A creation of a nostalgic and atavistic imaginary, to be sure, but
injected with enough reality to fuel what, for Eric Hobsbawm, is nothing
other than a patriotic ptogram of xeno_phobia. He locates the traction for
such programs in the so-called "middle strata" of European communities,
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"traders, independent craftsmen and some farmers threatened by the
progress of the industrial economy." 34 But for our purposes (of understanding the sense in which Fanon wants to imagine the nation otherwise),
Hobsbawm notes that, for this threatened middle strata, "[the] foreigner
came to symbolize the disruption of old ways and the capitalist system
which disrupted [those old ways)."35We hear, in this, the kind of Manichean
metaphysics that Fanon will both confirm as inevitable during the early
stages of anti-colonial revolutionary struggle, and explicitly oppose once
those early stages have passed. In the beginning, the anti-colonial struggle
is absolute and immediate in its violence, knowing only the urgency of
"now." It is as such that Fanon writes, "1be natives' challenge to the colonial world [in these beginning stages of decolonization] is not a rational
confrontation of points of view. It is not a treatise on the universal, but
the untidy affirmation of an original idea propounded as an absolute. The
colonial world is a Manichean world.''J 6 And as such, my violent resistance
to this world must also be Manichean, total and complete, 'us' (natives,
reclaiming our rights to our bread and our land) against 'them' (agents of
colonialism, charged with the crime of crushing the humanity of my black
world). Said otherwise, in the early stages of the struggle, the native's motivation is singular and immediate: Remove the foreigner.37
But to read all of Fanon's exposition of anti-colonial struggle is to
understand his caution against "ending with the beginning," against
implementing, as a post-independence program for nation-building, the
anti-foreigner Manichean violence that, to be sure, the colony must begin
8
with, given the historical specificity of colonial violence.l On their way to
independence from colonial rule, he describes a "people that has lost its
birthright ... [and who] will now proceed in an atmosphere of solemnity to
cleanse and purify the face of the nati.on."39George Mosse's critical reading
of the Berlin book burnings of May ro, 1933, cautions against such nationalist tendencies toward purging and cleansing for the sake of some authentic and bygone volk:.4°In other words, it is precisely in this ugly (right-wing)
face of nationalism, with its call to "purge and cleanse," that one finds the
"anti-foreigner" labelling of the non-belonging "other," who becomes the
target of a defensive and warmongering xenophobia, too insecure to come
to terms with the challenging work of forging, more positively, a national
identity. Not to be mistaken, it is with a clear view of this ugly face that
Fanon calls for a more intelligent "thoughtful" violence in the later stages
of anti-colonial struggle. We read this call for a more thoughtful violence
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right alongside Fanon's legitimizing acknowledgemeh t of the "purgi ng
and cleansing" of the nation of people who have lost their bi:rthrigb± to
colonial domination.
And certainly. in the early stages of independence, when the task at
hand involves implementing programs that would influence the direction of
the nation, Fanon truly sees no place for a Manichean (and homogenizing )
worldview. In the section of The Wretchedof the Earth entitled "The Pitfalls of
National Consciousness," he writes a scathing critique of that class of nationalists, who rise to positions of political power in those momen ts subsequent
to independence from colonial rule. "The bourgeois caste, that section of the
nation which annexes for its own profit all the wealth of the country ... will
pass disparaging jud gments upon the 0ther Negroes and the other Arabs
[persons deemed other' within the context of national life] that more often
than not are reminiscent of the racist doctrines of the former representatives
of colonial power." 41 This version of nationalism is the "narrow nationalism,"
which he finds empty of "even a minimum humanist content."4• Fanon's
objection to this kind of political leadership (the kind that grounds itself on
this narrow nationalism) is not only on economic terms , though, 10 be sure,
this accounts for a large portion of his condemnation. More importantly, he
is wary of the moral bankruptcy of this kind of "narrow nationalism," insofar
as its sole raison d'etre is to dreplace the foreigner," the same myopic agenda
that Erica Hobs.bawm identifies (and critiques) in the middle strata of late nineteenth -century European right-wing nationalism.4i
It is with this myopic agenda in mind, Fanon warns, that "[racialism]
and hatred and resentment ... cannot sustain a war ofliberation ... hatred
alone canno t draw up a pi;ogram."44 The absolute violence, unavoidable
and needed during the native's initial revolt against the colonizer, wor1<s
againstthe needs of the nation, as it attempts to configure itself in terms of
a new (indeed, decolonia./.)
community, shaped in terms of free possibilities
for all men and women. Hence, temporality matters, in Fanon's account
of anticolonial violence. That is to say, the native's encounter with time
(her experience of time) will not only determine the meaning of her anti:.olonial violence, but also whether or not that violence is legitimate. At the
,e~inning of the struggle, it is solely the pure quest for her humanity that
ments the native's revolt. She lives in the urgency of a "now," a "now" that
1as been arrested in time, denied entrance into human history. And in
hat arrested present, the choice is between life and death. This is the case
>ecausethe very logic of colonial domination has foreclosed all possibility,
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for the native, to encounter time in terms of a future. She does not, cannot, organize her lifeworld in terms of possibilities (ifby "possibilities" one
means more than the paths of life or death). All there is, is the intensity
of the now. All that matters is "now," and so everything is invested in the
urgency of the present, and all is risked for the urgency of the present.
But as the struggle continues, Fanon draws our attention to a shift in
temporality. It is a shift that testifies to a reclaiming (and procla1ming) of
the humanity of the native - indeed, made possible only through violent
revolt. This shift will usher in a more human encounter with time, such
that life becomes oriented in terms of a future, in terms of possibility, perhaps no longer foreclosed by the subjugating psychology of the colonizer.
It is through this more human encounter with time that Fanon identifies
the question of the future of the struggle. He writes, "The fact is that in guerilla warfare [marking the second period of the struggle, a period in need
of a more thoughtful, less spontaneous violence] the struggle no longer
45
concerns the place where you are, but the place where you are going."
Hence, any legitimacy that Fanon grants to that "purging and cleansing"
version of nationalism is in light of these nuances of temporality. In order
to humanize her experience of time (to encounter time in terms of future
possibilities, instead of an arrested "now" that forecloses all possibility of
possibility), the native must engage in an initial period of spontaneous
(non-thinking and immediate) violence. She must engage in purging and
cleansing the face of the nation.
But, to reiterate, Fanon warns of the dangers of ending at this beginning. His deliberation on a national culture shows us that what he has
in mind, by nationalism, is not the xenophobic, closed-off, mummified
nationalism of the modern Western hemisphere (the kind out of which
could emerge something like the Berlin book burnings of May 1933). This
is -abundantly clear in his proposal for the cultural consciousness of the
nation. To make sure that culture is connected to "the everyday," it cannot
be the case that culture is frozen in an atavistic, backward-looking past.
The nation and its culture must remain open and responsive to the creative
forces and everyday struggle of the people. And this is why he warns against
the artist and the native intellectual, who resorts to a by-gone set of customs
and traditions, and names this, his national culture. For Fanon, tradition is
to culture what the body in death might be to the body with life. The former
is but a shadowed hearkening back of what the latter would be, was it not for
its creative and ever-moving force. Of this native intellectual, Fanon writes,
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"He wishes to attach himself to the people, but instead he only catches a
glimpse of their outer garments. And these outer garments are merely the
reflection of a hidden life, teeming and perpetually in motion."46 By being
"perpetually in motion," Fanon shows that this national culture-that spirit
and creative energy of which the nation is comprised-is not static, can
never be simplified ("abhors all signification"), and always averting the easy
grasp of "symbols of negation and outworn contrivances." 47To this end,
Fanon says that the nation stands upon an essence , but that essence, by no
means, should be in the business of essentializing the nation. He warns
against "mummified fragments ," and "immobile pasts" that, in standing in
the place of an a~tual living culture, is "evocative not oflife but of death. "48
So "teeming with life and perpetual motion," Fanon likens the actual
national culture (what comes out of the everyday) to a "zone of occult instability."49 To this end, he is perfectly willing to conceive of a nationalism
that is active (and not a "throwback to the laws of inertia''),5° full oflife and
dynamism, and open-ended toward a perpetual re-imagining of itsel£ This
is not the nationalism of Nazi Germany , which George Mosse critiques"the most elementary, most savage, and the most undifferentiated nationalism."51Fanon's nationalism is meant to be that kind , whose culture of
"life and creative power" is "open to other cultures and . .. [influences and
permeates] other cultures." 52 Here, Fanon's call for honoring a national culture that "teems with life," and that is "perpetually in motion " can also be
a call for an open-endedness and dialogic relationality, one that is resistant
to stagnation is its always being open to re-imagination and re-negotiation
with the indigenous (and diverse) collective of the people. To be sure, this is
rarely what comes to mind when thinking through the idea of nationalism.

A Turn to Glissant

It is also at this point that the poetics that grounds Edouard Glissant's
work on composite communities appears in the subtext of Fanon's focus
on the life and dynamism of a culture. More specifically, the notion of
opacity that Glissan t u ses to center su ch m odes of community curiou sly
resounds in Fanon 's use of descriptions like "zones of occult instability"
(a description he uses to capture the a-eative life of a national culture). By
bringing Glissant into dialogue with Fan6n 's sense of nati onalism, we find
avenues to articulate a version of the nation that is precisely no longer the
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'settler-exploitation' concept of the colonial matrix of power.53 To say this
otherwise , Fanon seems to come from a place in history, whereby the need
for collective agency and economic autonomy undeniably calls for a national
identity. But at the same time, he is attuned to the dangers of that narrow
nationalism, through which productive programs of economic, political
and cultural upliftment are sidestepped in favor of the ineffective vitriol of
xenophobia, purity obsession, and insecurity in the face of change. Though
Glissant's work on the composite community can be read to diametrically
oppose the ontology (or metaphysics) of the nation, I want to propose that,
alongside Fanon, we are urged to think otherwise. And this is because
Fanon himself urges us to think through the idea of the nation otherwise.
In Poeticsof Relation, published in 1990, Glissant presents an analysis of Caribbean history anew, understanding its particular geography as
a compulsion toward a radically different ontology (toward a thinking of
"being" otherwise). He situates his methodology in lived experience, so that
his ontology is existential, returning philosophy's grand narratives to how
truth is encountered in "real time, " or to how truth is actually lived. In this
regard, we are called to think critically (and differently) about identity and
difference. In sum, Glissant's reimagined ontology will inform the ways
in which we wrestle with that pre-Socratic problem of the One versus the
Many, and how notions of universality , particularity and singularity shape
engagements with this problem.
Onto-thinking, on Glissant's account, happens when the end game of
thought is totality, the reduction of uncertainty for the sake of understanding, and epistemological safety. Through this mode of thinking , all finds its
place in a taxonomy of definitions and sub-definitions, fitting into the mapping of Being.54Everything is fitted and fixed within the theoretical boundaries that make possible the process of scientific definition. But equipped
only with unifying principles, onto-thinking fails us when we are called to
encounter difference on its own terms, when we are called to engage with
the Other on the politico-cultural stage of the "everyday." Driven by the
urge to unify (in order then define), onto-thinking comes out of the fundamental assumption that Being is fixed, and that what counts as knowledge
of Being is similarly unchanging (or eternal) . Difference has a place in this
model only at the expense of its reduction, which is to say, no longer as
difference in itself.
As an alternative to a thinking that can only reduce difference, Glissant
offers the model of errant thinking (or errantry). He likens the errant
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thinker to the poet who is banished in the Republic,a banishment that happened because "Plato ... understood the power of ... those who [think
through] obscurity ... [and because Plato] distrusted the fathomless word"55
Much like the business of the poet, the errant thinker is in the business of
producing knowledge that does not totalize for the sake of understanding,
but rather acknowledges the irreducible difference that emerges through
the dynamic complexing of becoming.56 In his book on marronage, Neil
Roberts describes this "poetics [as what] represents the tripartite elements
of community, individual intentionality and the relation between individual and community." 57 We hear, in this tripartite division, echoes of the
concerns that drove Rousseau's account of the general will as well. Hence,
included in Glissant's conception of errant thinking are the discursive tools
that might be used to detail what it might mean to guard against (in the
political sphere) the emergence of a narrow nationalism. The "fathomless
word" that Glissant references brings to mind Fanon's "zones of occult
instability," to the degree that they both stand in resistance to essentializing, to the grasp of an onto-understanding for the sake of control. The
fathomless word, distrusted by Plato, signifies a limitation for the errant
thinker. But to the degree that her goal is not to conquer in the name of
knowing (or know in the name of conquering), such limitation only furthers the understanding aimed at in thinking errantly-understanding
difference as such. "Errant, [she] challenges and discards the universal-this
generalizing edict that summarized the world as something obvious and
transparent. ... [Instead, she] plunges into the opacitiesof that part of the
world to which [she] has access ... the thinking of errantry conceives of
totality but willingly renounces any claims to sum it up or to possess it."58
Nick Nesbitt points to this commitment to the poetics of errantry (on
Glissant's part) as evidence of what one could legitimately name an impasse,
when one attempts to make Glissant's project do political work. To think
errantly is to resist all totalizing truth, lest the principles that establish such
truth reduce the diversity of which the composite community will consist.59
For scholars of Glissant like Clevis Headley, this commitment to errantry
generates an "existential ontology of difference," such that the question
of being becomes oriented in terms of the dynamism and emergence of
immanence, instead of a transcendence that is static and identity-obsessed.
However, on Nick Nesbitt's reading, this ontology of immanence sacrifices
the very normativity upon which any politics might engage in the work
of pursuing liberation, justice and equality for all. Of Glissant's poetics of
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errantry, he asks, "What are the normative criteria, explicit or not, that allow
[him] to affirm the rightful development of the [composite community] as
a fully articulated set of singular multiplicities?" 60 Asked otherwise, if all
there is, are unreducible singularities in relation, does Glissant give up the
ethical standards needed for those singularities to be held accountable to
principles that protect against injustice, anti-democracy and ?ppression?
Headley is sure to point out that the political work implicit in Glissant's
existential ontology of difference is one of resistance, since it calls for us to
"[think] being as existence, as resistance, [and] from the perspective of the
underside of modemity." 61 Even as Nesbitt outlines the apolitical nature of
Glissant's exposition, he nevertheless understands the exposition to be one
whose worry seems to be that, without such resistance, "a politics of universalist prescription leads not to justice but to the guillotine and the Gulag." 62
By way of resolution, we might take the route proposed by Nesbitt,
and understand Glissant's conception of errantry to be nothing more (and
nothing less) than a poeticsof resistance whose absolute commitment to
absolute immanence perpetually forecloses the possibility of an ensuing
politics. Or, we can understand the resistance of errant thought (a resistance out of which we get Glissant's conception of opacity) as the cultural
and discursive spirit of the political work of a community committed to
its compositeness. This spirit of errantry would not make impossiblethe
articulation of what would do the work of normative principles. Instead,
it would serve as a foundational and cautionary "mechanism" against the
normative becoming reductive, or repressive. In other words, as Glissant
establishes the injustice of onto-thinking, I take him to urge us to honor the
irreducible vitality of human multiplicity, as that multiplicity lives together
in Relation. Perhaps this is to say that an explicit politicsof errantry would
make actual politics impossible. But it is also to say that an anti-colonial
politics-one founded out of resistance to oppression and in the name of
human liberation-ought to unfold out of an errant spirit. 63
A turn to the related notion of opacity allows us to pursue the implications of this. In opacity, we find Glissant's reorientation of being toward
relation and difference, thus replacing Western ontology's approach to
being in terms of oneness and non-relation. For Glissant, the opaqueness
of the Other-that singularity with whom I am in relation-stands as the
source of resistance against this ontologizing of being. Of this resistant
opacity, Clevis Headley writes, "Without the ontological armor of opacity,
one is left vulnerable to the oppressive gaze of transparency that demands
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the right to ass imilate the Other within the Same. "6 4 As such, opacity is
the frame throu gh which we might ma ke sense of what it means to think
errantly, without reducing the diversity we attempt to think This is because,
as opaque, that locus of differenc e pre sents itself on a foreclosedpossibility
of being possesse d. In her opag uene ss, I enc ounte r the other (gather in
community with her) without freezing her in a frame of epistemological
transparency, for the sake of epistemological possession. Instead, it is as
epistemologically unstable (occult, to recall Fanon) that she is in relation
with me. To say this otherwise, there is no assimilation of that which is
other in term s of the same, given what Glissant describes as the opacity of
singu lar differences.
1 everthe less, th ese opaque sin gularities are in the relationality of
Relation, gathere d together in a composite non -allergy. Ho w are we to
understand this relational encounter across opacity? Nick Nesbitt's somewhat bleak response is that "in the opacity of his time and of his place ...
surr oun ded by inju s tice and suffering at every tum , the Glissantian sub ject
[irreducible in he r opacity] can be h appy to know that she n eed n ot look any
fur ther than her own self-sam e iden tity."6, Said oth erwise , for Nesbi tt, th e
subject's opacity is precedent for a somewhat monadic conception ofhuman
relationshi ps, whereby all we h ave is an in comme nsur ability among selves
who are essenti ally locke d in (and with) th em selves. Ho wever , this reading
seems to empha size the opacity (that protects against reduction an d totalization) at th e expense of the rela ti.onality in which su ch opa city resides .
1 esbitt is correct to r emin d us that, for Glissan t, "it is impossib le to [legiti mately] reduce an yone to a truth that be will not ha ve gen erated hi.mself."66
But, on Glissant's existen tial ontology of Relation, we must not forget to
take into account what is includ ed in the "hims elf' to which Nesbitt refers.
In my and your opacity. we both exist in a totality of Relation, a totali ty that
Glissant unde rst ands to be dynamic and differen tiatin g. The im ma n ent
nature ofGlissant's existential ontology emphasizes the dynamic nature of
the multiple singularities in question . I discuss the notion of Relation in
more detail in a later section . But suffice it to say-that this n on -stasi s impli es
two thin gs. Firstly, it m eans that th at which is "oth er" is already im p licated in who I am , an d as such, the process of comin g to my own truth, on
Glissant's concep tion of Relation, is by definiti on a dialogic process. And
secondly, th e iden tity of the subject is not self-same (locked in a mo nadic
stasis of being identic al onto itself). H ence, in gen era tin g m y truth, I am
already a self-differentiating pro cess that come s out of my bein g in relation
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with you, and with a collusion of other singularities. It is with these points
in mind that Clevis Headley offers his reading of opacity. He duly notes
that "opacity is not a form of communal [or individual] self-enclosure, an
attempt to preserve or protect various types of purities (cultural , identity ,
historical. racial or ethnic)." 67 That is to say, a subject does not get to obnoxiously close herself off to variation and dialogue, in the name of opacity,
and neither does a culture. This is because Glissant's account of opacity
is already relational. resistant to the homogeny of a singular One as it is
resistant to the homogeny of a universal One. To be sure , this is to engage
with the somewhat aporetic conception of an opaque singularity that is
not only "othering" onto itself in a self-differentiating process, but is also
always already in-relation to what is other. H. Adlai Murdoch recognizes
this aporia as a "paradoxical perspective [that] acknowledges the limits of
the knowability of the other even as it presents the twin subjective tensions
on which it is formulated as an opportunity to extend and enrich the functional framework for interpersonal and intercultural subjectivity." 68 This
seems to be the novelty of Glissant's ontological shift, the ontological novelty of what Clevis Headley names "a creolizing of being." 69
I proposed an understanding of errantry as the undergirding spirit
of a political program that was truly anti-colonial. In a similar vein, we
might consider opacity as that undergirding spirit working to safeguard
against the homogenizing frame of a narrow nationalism, which too hastily
claims to be the voice of the diverse multiplicities of a composite community. Re-emerging, here, is the question of the nature of the diversity that
can (or cannot) be supported by the conception of generality that grounds
Rousseau's general will. To recall, diversity that is too foundational forecloses the possibility of a general will, and in so doing, returns a society to
the risks of unequal freedom and unjust relations of servitude. How might
we understand the opacity that signifies the relationality of Glissant's composite community alongside such a generality? 7° Can opacity be (as I propose) the undergirding spirit that facilitatesthe production and activation of
a general will, or are "opacities in relation" the kind of foundational differences that foreclosethe possibility of such a generality?
At the heart of this question is what it might mean for the composite
community to signify in the political realm , as a political entity charged
with accomplishing the specifically anti-colonial (and therefore, political) tasks of promoting justice, protecting equality, and fostering the
kind of democratic participation out of which the people of a nation are
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self-governed. On Nick Nesbitt's account, this is precisely where we cannot take Glissanfs notion of opacity, given that, on his account, Glissant is
laying out "a defense of local specificities." 71In such localities, one might
be tempted to hear echoes of those special interest groups against which
Rousseau warns.7 As local, non-general (or, perhaps, anti-general), such
groups are antagonistic to what Rousseau understands as a genuinely political body. However, Rousseau's warning comes out of an acknowledgement that these special interests are grounded in agenda that are political
and/or economic in nature. In other words, for these local interests to do
the political undermining of the general will, we have to understand them
to be themselvespolitical, located in such a way that it becomes possible to
do the politically-destructive work that Rousseau outlines. If this is what
Glissant gives in his account of opacity, then yes, his would be "a defense
oflocal specificities" that would make impossible the indigenous collective
voice for which Fanon calls (in his rejection of a narrow nationalism). This
seems to be Nesbitt's understanding when he writes that "once all of the
singularities in a Glissantian Totality have developed in their fullest singularity [it means that] Blacks will be fully determined as Black, Gays as Gay,
Women as Women, Jews as Jews."73In other words, opacity would give us
a radical and unproductive identity politics. And such an identity politics
fails to meet the bar set by Rousseau, which demands that a general will be
always communal, active and accessible.
But if opacity is not this defense of identity, but, instead, an orientation toward singularity, then it doesn't do the counter-political work of
Rousseau's special interests groups. As an orientation toward singularity,
o~acity cannot do such counter-political work because, as singularity, it sigmfies on a plane that is not the plane of the political. The categories of
"Black," "Gay," "Woman," and "Jew" (cited in Nesbitt's critique) reside on
this latter plane insofar as they are meaningful in (socio)political ways. In
other words, the existence of such identity markers evidence a marking or
an identification process that has already occurred.74 We ought to recall,
here, Clevis Headley's reading ofGlissant, in which he cites opacity as what
re_sists
~uch identification. To be opaque is to signify as an absence of sigmficat10n, and to be a singularity that is encountered as beyond identification.75Headley understands this to be the heart of Glissant's ontology-an
"[ontologythat] in this new setting, engages the world not as a constitution
of individual essences [such as Black, Jew, Gay, etc.] but as a multiplicity, as
creative becoming [that] does not generate antagonistic and contradictory
2
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differences, but pure and positive differences." 76Though not on the plane
of the political, opacity can orient the plane of the political in two ways.
Firstly, as an ontological resistance, opacity would protect a community
again st the totalitarian ism of the one. Secondly, as an existential ontology
of differences that are not antagonistic, opacity also protects against the
tyranny of the many. As H. Adlai Murdoch writes, media ted by opacity,
an encounter with the Other "avoids absolutes even as it recognizes and
accepts the thickness of difference." 77
If one's political vision consists of a program seeking emancipation
from both of these (from totalitarianism and radical identity politics), then
one can understand this vision to be at the heart of what a community
might consider as its commonly shared interests. In other words, opacity
can serve as that undergirding spirit of a general will, working to safeguard
against the homogenizing frame of a narrow nationalism. Said otherwise,
a composite community structured on Glissan t's accotmt of relation (a
relation among opaque singularities that calls for an errantry of thought)
can condition the possibility of a general will. We recall that Jane Gordon's
reading of the general will, by way of Fanon, underscores the creative and
emergent nature of the process of forming a national consc;iousness, which
would truly replace the social alienation of the colony. 78 More significantly ,
this creative emergence happens on a foundation of difference. To understand this foundation of difference in Glissantian terms-as a foundation
of a relational opacity-is to conceive of a common good that necessarily
includes the rejection of principles that fail to articulate the indigeneity of
the community, of the people themselves. To reiterate, opaque singularities
are already relational, which means that they are something other than the
closed-off monads that, on Clevis Headley's account, "preserve or protect
various types of purities [only to produce] a form of an obnoxious obscurantism."79 Hence, in its rejection of totalitarian principles, the general will that
might arise out of opacity will also be one that honors the infinite variability
of what it means to be a subject who differs onto herself, as a consequence
of being in relation with others. 80 In other words, this opacity-grounded
81
general will rejects "the obsession with the One [or] non-relation," and as
such, produces a composite community whose more political articulations
avoids the dangers that Fanon identifies in a narrow nationalism.
To be sure, this says much about the structure of the composite
community, and about how we are called to radically reimagine the idea
of community. In a similar vein, Fanon asks us to reimagine a national
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culture (indeed, to reimagine the idea of the nation) as an emerging organism, not static and dead, but rather, "occult and unstable " in its opaque
resistance to the transparency of a knowing language. Like Glissant, who
wants to begin by "acknowledging the implicit density of all that is embodied in otherness," Farron also seems to urge us toward a transformative
version of both collective and individual identity.

On the Relationalityof Relation

If onto-thinking moves toward universality, then errant-thinking moves
toward what he names "Relation." When singularities are brought into
Relation (or, to use his language, when they exist in the "relationality of
Relation"), they are gathered but not universalized. Coded in the logic
of Relation, we have what Glissant names the composite community,
hospitable to difference as such . Again, this is because errant thinking
is tolerant of the ever-dynamic process of becoming. Gathered as such
in composite community, the products of contact among cultures are
themselves dynamically producing singular iterations of themselves. In
this regard, the composite community captures a perpetual emerging of
newness, and it is only through errant thinking that this newness (these
new singularities) can be encountered. The kind of community produced
in the relationality of Relation is unstable ("occultly" unstable, perhaps),
ever-changing, and is, itself"a product that in turn produces." 82 Grounded
in the logic of becoming and movement, composite communities do not
close in on themselves (despite their internal coherence). Rather, they
remain open to the uncertainty of emergent processes that produce, quite
genuinely, what is new (or perhaps unprecedented). To be a community in
Relation is to be amenable to change, since it is the dynamism of becoming. With its unifying principles, onto-thinking cannot know Relation,
since Relation is a resistance to unification (it is, indeed, never just "one").
But errantry, with its poetic imaginary, is able to know the ways in which
Relation resists the self-referential totality of Being.
How might the relationality of Relation provide an alternative (the
alternative, perhaps) to the narrow nationalism of which Fanon is so
critical? Furthermore, given the cultural, linguistic and discursive focus
of Glissant's work, would Relation provide a politically viable model for
nationhood, such that that natisnal composite community is sufficiently
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coherent in its identity to provide the platform needed for a previously
oppressed people to reclaim "their bread and their land "? To be sure, it is
only to errant thought that a community ho spitabl e to difference is intel ligible. But one has to wonder - how is this not a description of a radically
chaotic collusion of singularitie s, too incommensurable to participate in
any form of generality? And if so, in what sense can such chaos offer a
semblance of a national identity and political coherence? Does this model
of a composi te community get us into diametrical opposition with the
model of a xenophobic and mummified nation, only to destroy the very
conditions for national life?
Though such concerns were addressed in my earlier exposition of
the meaning of opacity, I turn briefly to Deleuze and Guattari 's What Is
Philosophy?SJ This text articulates the way in which Glissan t's account of
community both preserves the opacity of difference without sacrificing the
cohesion nece ssary for real relationships. On the notion of chaos , Deleuze
and Guattari write, "Chaos is defined not so much by its disorder as by the
infinite speed with which ever,yform taking shape in it vanishes . lt is a void
that is not a nothlngness but a virtual, containing all possible particles [in
the case of Glissant 's work, opaque singularities] and drawing out all possible forms, which spring up only to disapp~ar immediately .... Chaos is
an infinite speed of birth.and disappearance ."&.\So, it is not the case that the
relationality of Relation forecloses the possibility of community . Rather ,
such relationality calls for an alternative sense of cohesion, one th at .honors the chaotic generative processes of birthing new 'particles" (new ways
of being, new modes of encountering the world). Indeed , this alternative
sense of cohesion would accoun t for the ways in which, as dynamic , the
composite community becomes "otheru to itself without undermining its
being a community. 85
To this end, Glissant's idea of a composite community gives inventive
cultural signilication to Deleuze's account of chaos. The chaos in poetic
errantry is not "without sense." Rather, it is simply normed differently. its
sense reflected in the fluidity of immanent life. Glissant opts for the phras e
uLechaos-mondt"to replace the notion of "universe," in order to capture the
cohesion characteristic of the composite communi ty.86 What le chaos-mo~ide
underscores is the fluidity endemic to real diversity , and it provides a model
for understanding how that diversity can be gathered without being uni versalized, or come together without fulfilling a genocide (metaphorical or
otherwise) of difference.
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To this end, Glissant's sense of the totality constitutive of Relation
gives us an alternative way of thinking community, which might fulfill
Fanon's demands for a national culture that is not narrow. That is to say,
when we engage this idea of Relation with Fanon's political project of a
truly decolonial nation, it is possible to envision what it would be to hold
one's nationalism accountable to normative standards , and simultaneously safeguard against a culture of walling off difference in the name of
national health .87 Alongside the incommensurability of identity politics ,
and the silencing oneness of xenophobic nationalism, Glissant's work
invites us to think through the possibility of a community that remains in
the process of making itself anew through the "ordered chaos" of being
in Relation. "[Neither] fusion or confusion," le chaos-mondecaptures [this
process], out of which a community of diverse cultures and linguistic
sensibilities are neither subject to "ravenous integration [nor] muddled
nothingness. "88

Conclusion

TI1iscomposite comm unity is futu re-oriented. ThaUs to say, it emerges in
a spirit of creative non-determinati on of a not-yet-kn own "new humanity"
and a "n ew h uman ism " for whic h Fanon calls, in th e per iod of indepen dence after colonial rule.¢9 It is important to note tha t Glissant identifies
the possibility of this new kind ofbuma nity (grounded on diversities in
relation and composite cultural im aginaries) thr ough a creolized Caribbean
past. l n other words, it is in the hist orical legades of colonial con quest,
and the resulting tran splan tations of peop les, that the site of th e Caribbea n
holds th e promise of somethi ng radically n ew, radically future . Fanon ,
by contrast, urg es for a bre ak with the hist orical legacy of colonialism. In
other words, for him , the his tories of t he global south contain a narrative of
dehumanization, abject oppression and theft, offering nothin g for th e new
humanism out of which what is a tntlyp ost-colonial nation will emerge .9°'To
better understa nd this.ap paren t differen ce between Fanon 's and Glissant 's
relationship with he past, I tum to John Drabinski' s work on the role of
memory 1n~c lissant. He writes, "[For Glissant, colonial ism] devastates the
past. The mome nt of postcolony life is satu rated with the qu estion of the
future precisely because an absolute gap is opened up ."9' For Drabinski,
the question that Glissant poses to po stcoloni al discourse concerns the
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possibility of beginning after the catastrophe of colonial rule. However, an
acknowledgement of this catastrophe, along with an acknowledgement of
the urgency of this question of how to begin in its aftermath, are present for
both Glissant and Fanon. How does one embark upon a political project of
human liberation, when all one faces upon turning toward the past is the
absence ofhistory, the absence of family legacies, the absence of all linkage
to cultural identity?
It is on this rhetorical juncture that Fanon's rejection of the past turns,
and upon which his demand for a nationalism that is future-oriented
rests. However, Glissant's embracing of the past (as a past shaped through
creolizing practices) comes from this position as well. Said otherwise, the
rhetorical questions listed above are precisely the questions that inform
Glissant's celebration of the Antillean history of creolization. This is
because, for Glissant, this history is not only a history of pure abjection,
or pure absence. He locates in this history and among the wreckage of
colonial conquest, the fragments whose being are not simply witnesses
to the destruction and the drowning of memory. More significantly, these
fragments are what have been historically used in the emergent processes
of creolization, to generate new and creative ways of being, and of beginning again. As Zimitri Erasmus writes, Antillean identity and culture for
Glissant "are less about what was lost culturally along the Middle Passage
and as a result of genocide, and more about the articulations of these
diverse identities and fragments of cultural formations with colonial culture."92 In other words, Glissant's "turn" toward a creolizing past is really,
at its heart, just as future-oriented as Fanon's call. Both understand that
the post-colonial moment is ripe with an obligation to begin creatively,
to generate emergent structures that have no precedents in the past of
colonial domination . Glissant orients himself in a creolizing past because,
for him, such creative productions of the new and the unprecedented (the
future) simply is the meaning of the history of an Antillean way of being.
It is in this spirit that, in Caribbean Discourse,Glissant asks us to understand "the transfer (by the slave trade) of a population to another place"
as what results in that population "[changing] into some thing different ,
into a new set of possibilities. It is in this metamorphosis [he writes] that
we must try to detect one of the best kept secrets of creolization." 93 In this
sense , his celebration of a colonially-constituted past rests on a rejection
that is similar to Fanon's demand for the postcolony to be grounded in a
new humanism. 94
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Fan.on's nationalism rnmes out of a strugg1e whose beginning hap~ened as an ab~nd:oned present, unable to conceive of anything beyond
the ~rgency o± the now," and immobile due to the crushing weight of
~oloni~ oppression. But it i~ also a nationalism of the future , of possibility, neither myopically grounded in "Replace the foreigner," nor on a frozen and mythic past. In turning to Glissant, we might describe it as errant
nationalism, autonomous onto itself and open to the "giving on and with"
among differences in community. "The consciousness of self," Fanon tells
us, "is not the closing of a door to communication. Philosophic thought
teaches us, on the contrary, that it is its guarantee."95 In the same vein a
national consciousness by no means implies the consciousness of a n~rrow ~ationalism. Thought of in terms of Glissant's composite community,
we ~tness the contrary-a nationalism that is decolonial, no longer in the
business of xenophobic mapping and control. and committed to "givina0 on
and with" the intense diversity of free human life.
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the dangers of the opportunity hording that results when national infrastructure
produces an 'urban/rural' compartmentalization of national life. This organization
produces opportunities for economic growth and prosperity for the city-dweller,
while more rural regions continue to suffer under material conditions not much
different from the days of colonial oppression. To carry this economic organization
into the nation's independence from colonial rule is to make the newfound prosperity ofindependence available to some (the urban petit bourgeoisie) and retain de
facto colonial subjugation for others (the peasant).

8. Ibid., 213-14.
9. Ibid., 216. A1so, "To believe that it is possible to create a black culture is to forget
that niggers are disappearing, just as those people who brought them into being are
seeing the breakup of their economic and cultural supremacy" (234).
ro. At the same time, Fanon acknowledges the sense in which anti-colonial struggles
across the globe (African, Asia, and the Caribbean, for instance) are in solidarity
as they fight for national sovereignty. This is particularly the case during the early
stages of these struggles, in which a Manichean divide between the colonized and
the colonizer then determines conceptions of foreignness. That is to say, Algerians
in Africa find community with Antilleans in the Caribbean, across their collective
revolt against structures of colonial domination.
11.

Fanon, WE, 216.

12. Ibid., 217.
13. Jane Gordon, Creolizing Political Theory: Reading Rousseau Through Fanon (New

York: Fordham University Press, 2014), 133.
14. Ibid., 135. Jane Gordon is also clear to emphasize that this work of shaping and
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but rather "an ongoing praxis ... to reduce to causes of unfreedom" (133).
15. I introduce Glissant's conception of opacity in a later section, and discuss it there
in further detail.
16. Jean- Jacques Rousseau, Discourseon the Origins of Inequality (Second Discourse),

Polemics,and PoliticalEconomy. In The Co!!ectedWritings of Rousseau, Volume 3, ed.
Roger D. Masters and Christopher Kelly, trans. Judith R. Bush, Roger D. Masters,
Christopher Kelly and Terence Marshall (Hanover, NH: Dartmouth College/
University Press of New England, 1992, 142-43.
17. Ibid., 142.

18. Ibid.
19. Ibid., 144.

zo. Gordon, CreolizingPolitical Theory, 10321. Jane Gordon delineates what undermines the activation of this generality, and stress
the need for regular and active engagement in public life. Otherwise, {it becomes]
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easy for each citizen to minimize the significance of his or her disinvestment from
political life," which, in turn, makes the common context of shared life less accessible to all.
22. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract (q62), http://www.earlymoderntexts
.com/assets/pdfs/rousseau1762.pdf, 55.
23. Ibid., 14.
24- Ibid., 56.
25· "[Remove]from these [private and diverse] wills the pluses and minuses that cancel
one another and what is left of the particular wills adds up to constitute the general
will" (ibid., The Social Contract,14).
26. In Book IV of The Social Contract,Rousseau articulates such material skew in terms
of"two or more orders of citizens, like ancient Rome's nobility and plebeians ... "
(The Social Contract,55).
27. :•Fa~o_n'sname for this [xenophobic Manicheanism] is "ultranationalism," entirely
md1stmct from that form encountered in repressive, xenophobic European states
mtent on expelling the Other" (Grant Farred, «wretchedness" in Living Fanon:
Gl.obalPerspectives,ed. Nigel C. Gibson [New York: Palgrave Macmillan], 171.).
28. Gordon, CreolizingPoliticalTheory, 97.
29. Michael Neocosmos writes, "For Fanon, then, the nation is constructed in practice,
in political struggle, by people themselves." ("The Nation and Its Politics: Fanon,
Emancipatory Nationalism, and Political Sequences," in Living Fanon: Global
ed. Nigel C. Gibson [New York: Palgrave MacMillan, New York, 2ou],
Perspectives,
190.).
30. Gordon, CreolizingPoliticalTheory,147.
31. George Masse, Confrontingthe Nation: Jewish and Western Nationalism (Hanover,
NH: Brandeis University Press, 1993), 25.
32. Ibid., 29.
33· In the concluding section of this work, I bring Fanon's rejection of this sort of
backward-looking orientation of national life into conversation with Glissant's celebration of a creolizing past of the Antilles. I show that these two positions are
more temporally alike than they are different, given what Glissant wants to draw
from the history of creolization. But, for the moment, it is important to note that
Glissam's account of an Antilean imaginary rests on the impossibility of such
ataVJStlCre~rns back to origins and roots. The essays included in the 1989 collection, C~nbbean Discourse,speak of the "nonhistory" of the transplanted people
m the Canbbean, referencing the impossible task of tracing some linear trajectory
back to clear and pure origins. On this account, a returning to history does not
lead to a place of pure origin. Instead, "origin" shows up as obscure and inaccessibl_e
. "There is no clear path, no wayforward, in this density" (83). The subsequent
notions of errantry, Relation and opacity developed by Glissant come out of this
encounter with permanently lost origins. As such, his account of the composite
community (that I discuss in a later section) is primed to resist the kind of atavism
that scholars like Hobsbawn and Masse warn against.
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. Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire (New York: Vintage Books, 1987), 158.
34
35· Ibid., 158.
36. Fanon. WE,¥·
. To reiterate, Fanon's development makes room for trans-local conceptions of com37
munity- As noted earlier, at this Manichean stage of the struggle , he understands
anti-colonial movements across localities to be in solidarity against colonial violence, and toward their localized strivings toward national sovereignty. As such,
the. "foreigner" is not necessary determined in national terms , such that she is
always from elsewhere. Rather, in the Manichean terms of these initial stages of
anti-colonialism, the.foreigner is the person without investment in the political and
economic sovereignty of the colonized space in question.
8. Jane Gordon describes this ineffective nation-building strategy- in terms of what
3 a genuine national consciousness must accomplish, namely 2 "\move) beyond an
antagonism to foreigners wb.ich can quickly be redefined in a xenophobic red1ution

ad absurdum" (Creo!izing Political Theory, 132).
39. Fanon, WE, 132.
. "The bookbumings were a sp.ectacular act on the public stage, performed by a
regime that relied on myths. symbols, representative art, and human stereotypes"
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(Mosse, Confrontingthe Nation, 106).
41. Fanon, WE, 167.
42. Ibid., 163.
43. Ibid., 158.
44- Ibid., 139.
45. Ibid., 134-35.
46. Fanon, WE, 224, emphasis added.
47. Ibid.
48. Ibid., 225.
49. Ibid., 227
50. Ibid., 237.
51. Ibid., 244.
52. Jbicl, 245.
53. As noll"d in the introductory sections of this essay, I do not claim, here, that
Glissant 's cultural exposition has the overt political impetus that shapes Fanon's
pursuit of the possibility of postcolonial nationhood. On this point, Nick Nesbitt's
caution is worth recalling. He notes that "[Glissant's] turn from anticolonial _political struggle to an autonomy of cultural production" (140) comes from a place (in
this thinking) that acknowledges the possibility of true national sovereignty is
foreclosed for a region like the Antilles (Martinique in particular), where there is
only "extreme domination in the form of cultural alienation" (Nesbitt, Caribbean

Critique,137).
. ln Jmagi.nedCommunities , Benedict Anderson writes about the colonial J?ractices
54
of mapping and cartography that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century.
"[European-stylel maps worked on the basis of a totalizing classili.cation . - . which
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squared off seas and unexplored regions into measured boxes" (Anderson, Imagined

Commimities[London: Verso. r983), r73).
55- Edoua.r~ Glissant, Poeti.;sof Relation, trans. Betsy Wing (Ann Arbor: The University
ofM1ch1gan Press, r997, 2r (hereafter cited as PR).
56. H. Adlai Murdoch describes errantry as "the turning away from stability and homogeneity toward an implicit heterogeneity, one that revels in the ... rootlessness
which Glissant claims [as endemic of Antillean experience] in order to explore the
creative possibillties of change and exchange" (Creolizing the Metrapolt: Migrant
Caribbeanldent.itiesin Lituatur~ and Film {Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2ornJ,34).
57- Neil Roberts, Freedom as Marronage (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2or5), r48.
58. Glissant, PR, 20-2r (emphasis added).
59- "Diversity, which is neither chaos nor sterility, means the human spirit's striving for cross-cultural relationship, without universalist transcendence" (Glissant,
CanbbeanDiscourse:SelectedEssays,98).
60. Nesbitt, CaribbeanCritique,240.
6r. Cl~vis Headley, "Glissant's Existential Ontology of Difference," in Theorizing
Gltssant, ed. Tohn E. Drabinski and Marisa Parham (New York: Rowman &
Littlefield, 2or5), 54 .
62. Nesbitt, CaribbeanCritique,243.
63. I make a similar argument in an article that brings Fanon into conversation with
Emmanuel Levinas, which pursues the possibility of an ethical politics. (Kris Sealey,
"Power as (or in) Vulnerability: Fanon and Levinas on an Ethical Politics," Listening:
ion Ethic,, Religion.and Culture51, no. 1 [Winter 2015]: 38- 5.
Joumal af Comrnl,/1iica.t
4
64. Headley, ·'Glissan:t·s Existential Ontology of Difference," 92.
65. Nesbitt, Caribb.:al'l
Diswurse, 24366. Ibid.
67. Headley, "Glissant's Existential Ontology of Difference," 78.
68. H. Adlai Murdoch, Creolizingtht Metropolc:Migram CaribbeanIdentitiesin Literature
and Film (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2or2), 171.
69. Headley, "Glissant's Existential Ontology of Difference ," 5 .
4
70. l discuss this relationa lity in depth in a section that follows. Nonetheless, r intro~uce it here to establish the ways in which errant thinking (and it's "object" of opacity) grounds the possibility of the more political work of a general will that reflects
a self-governing people.
71. Nesbitt, CaribbeanCritique,236.
72. Rousseau, The Social Contract,55.
73. Nesbitt, Caribbean.Critique,237.
74• In addition, this seems to pay insufficient attention to the ambiguity that Glissant
identifies to be at the heart of the historical and cultural identities that emerge
o~t of Antillean ways of being. In a section of CaribbeanDiscourse,titled "History,
Time, Identity," Glissant outlines this experience of identity as uncertain and
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ambiguous, making sure to note that this "[ambiguity] is not always the sign of
some shortcoming" (Glissant, CaribbeanDiscourse:SelectedEssays,93).
5.
The
reader will hear , quite.correctly, Levinasian undertones of my understanding of
7
Glissant's conception of opacity. Similar to the ways in which Levinas asks us to be
attuned to the trace of the Saying as a present absence alongside (or beneath) the
Said, I understand the work of Glissant's notion of opacity to capture what must
remain uncapturable by or through the work of the political identification.
76. Headley, "Glissant's Existential Ontology of Difference," 56. . .
_ ".
77 . H. Acllai Murdoch, "Glissant's Opacittand the Re-Conce1'.tual_1zationof!dent1ty m
Theorizing GLissant:Sites and Citations, ed. John E. Drablil.Sld and Mansa Parham
. .
..
(London: Rowman and Llttlefield), 2015, 23.
78. This was noted earlier in this work, and referenced Gordon's Creohzing Political
Theory(134-35).
9.
Headl~y,
"Glissant's Existential Ontology of Difference ." 78.
_
7
8o. H. Adlai Murdoch traces the ways in which Glissant e2lls for an understandmg of
identity as a relational identity, given his conceptions of opacity, relation, detour
and poetic errantry. ("Glissant's Opaciti and the Re-Conceptualization of Identity,"

7-27).
.
. .
f d
. "
81. H. Adlai Murdoch, "Glissant's Opaciti and the Re-conceptualization o I entity, 15.
82. Glissant, PR, 160.
83. In his is essay on Glissant's existential ontology. Clevis Headley warns against a
reading of Eduoard Glissant as a non-original reproducer of Dele~. "We need
to exercise some caution when we associate Glissant with Deleu.ze if for no other
reason than to avoid the tendency of identifying black thinkers with biography or
as imitators of theory. For Glissant does not engage in some passive mimicry [of
Deleuze and Guattari], but rather strategically uses his own writings to exemplify
his poetics of Relation, while at the same time exercising his own theoretical originality" ("Glissant's Existential Ontology of Difference," in Theorizing ~lissa~t, :5).
My use of "contact" is with this warning in mind, to suggest that Ghssant s 1s a
creolization ofDeleuze's work, and as such, newly original in its own right.
84 . Deleuze and Guattari, What Is Philosophy?(New York: Columbia University Press,
1996), 118.
85. Glissant understands Relation as "a product that in turn produces" (PR,_160).
RecaU, also, Jane Gordon's emphasis on the incomp leteness of the proiect of
Fanon's national consciousness, of "forging an unfinished alternative to political
illegitimacy" (Gordon, CreolizingPolitic1,1I
Theory,.135).
"
86 . .Betsy Wing 's translation of Poeticsof Relationleaves the term untra~slated, lest :he
implications of ordered chaos implicit in chaos theory would slip away, leavmg
[only] the banality of world disorder" (Glissant, PR, xv).
.
87 . Here , I do have in mind the contemporar y political landscape of the lJmted States,
upon which border-re inforcement and travel bans seem to have acqmred new or
re-invigorated traction.
88. Glissant, PR, 94.
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89. Fanon, WE, 246.
90. I am in gratitude to the blind review process, which this essay went through, for
making this important point clear.
91. Jo~n Drabinski, Levinas and the Postcolonial:Race, Nation, Other (Edinburgh:
Edmburgh University Press, 2ou), 145.
92. Zimitri Erasmus, "Some Kind of White, Some Kind of Black: Living the Moments
of Entanglement in South Africa and its Academy," in Un/settled Multiculturalism:
DiasporasEntanglements "Transruptions,"ed. Barnar Hesse (London: Zed Books,
2000), 202.
93· Edouard Glissant, Caribbean Discourse: Selected Essays, trans. J. Michael Dash
(Charlottesville: University Press ofVirginia, 1989), 14.
94· Barnor Hesse describes these two appropriations of the past in terms of "a temporal os_cillation between what Glissant [in the 1989 collection, Caribbean Discourse]
desq1bes as 'reversion and diversion."' The former specifies the idea of a conceptual return to meanings associated with the historical revalorization of Africa
while the latter articulates a creolized engagement with contemporary complexi:
ties of racialized displacement in the West." This distinction (between "reversion
and diversion") also provides a way to demonstrate more similarities than differences between Fanon and Glissant here (Barnar Hess, "Diasporicity: Black Britain's
Post-Colonial Formations," in Un/settled Multiculturalism: DiasporasEntanglements
ed. Barnar Hesse (London: Zed Books, 2000, rr2).
"Transruption.s,"
95. Fanon, WE, 247.
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